INTRODUCTION
When a large pressure, p.. is applied suddenly io the plane bo•dary of a rock or other type of solid having a normal pressure-volume curve, the shock wave disturbance that propagates in the x direction forms, in certain stress ranges, two shock wave fronts. The first shock wave front, which has the greater propagation velocity U•, is called the elastic shock wave or elastic precursor. This shock is assumed to encompass material which is initially at rest (particle velocity u ---0) and at zero pressure (p, = p, -0); the shock fransforms this material into the elastic shock sta!e. (The y direction is perpendicular to the shock propagation direction.) The elastic shock state has a particle velocity u --• and longitudinal compresslye stress p, --p•. The second, or deformational, shock front, propagating at a slower velocity U• with respect to laboratory coordinates, brings lhe rock from the elastic shock state to the deformariohal or final shock state. The second shock front imparis a particle velocity u --u• and longitudinal stress p, ----p.. to the rock. The amplitude of the first shock front is often called the t!ugoniot elastic limit and is believed to represent the maximum stress that a rock or other solid material can withstand under conditions of rapid one-dimensional compression without internal rearrangement taking place in the material at the shock front.
As the recording techniques used in determining profiles of shock waves in solids have been refined it has become possible to record a decrease of elastic shock wave amplitude in rocks with increasing propagation path length when the final shock state is at some nearly constant value. The decrease in elastic shock wave amplitude with increasing propagation path length is of special significance for a plane wave system because, in general, when the elastic shock is driven by a second deformafional shock in two or three dimensions, the attenuation is due to geometrical spreading. In one dimension, however, the geometrically produced attenuation is absent and the decrease in elastic shock amplitude must reflect a property of the rock rather than be a result of a limitation in the energy available from the shock source. This intrinsic amplitude decrease (or attenuation) of the elastic shock wave has been named elastic wave siress relaxation. In some cases a pronounced increase in elastic shock wave amplitude with increasing final shock state has been observed when the shock propagation path length was fixed. Both The rate at which the particle velocity in rock changes behind the elastic shock front before arrival of the deformational shock ca also be determined by the optical-lever cording method. In a coozdinate system moving with the local particle velocity, the chang• of particle velocity, du/dt, is assumed to proportional to the rate of change of flee-surface velocity of the reflecting metal strip to the rock. The rate of change of particle w locity can then be approximately related the angle • of the displaced grid image stre• The rates of particle velocity decrease given for shot 10,280 in Table 2 represent dY? dp,--dp, The relative contribution to the observed decrease in elastic shock amplitude with propagation distance can be related to the terms on the right-hand side of (28). The first term gives the contribution to the decrease in shock pressure at the wave front resulting from the change in particle velocity behind the wave front. The second term containing F is the additional contribution to the attenuation of shock stress, which is not accomxted for by the particle velocity profile at the preceding instant of time. As is indicated in Table 2, elastic shock amplitude with propagation path length is accounted for by assuming that the shocked material will momentarily support a value of shear stress higher than equilibrium. As the shock front passes through an element of rock, the shear stress relaxes toward its equilibrium value and rarefaction waves generated within the material overtake the wave front and reduce its amplitude. The eonstitutive relation is recast in a form that permits the term corresponding to attenuation •o be estimated experimentally from (a) the observed decrease in elastic shock stress with propagation path length and (b) the rate at which a mass element changes its particle velocity immediately after the passage of the elastic shock front (before arrival of the deformational shock front). The intrinsic attenuation term in vall's constitutive equation for w•ve propagation is thus experimentally evaluated. The relative contribution to the decrease in elastic shock 4360 AI:IRENS AND DUVALL amplitude from the forward-traveling rarefaction waves overtaking ihe shock front (corresponding to an observable particle velocity decrease behind the shock front) is compared with the part of the attenuation resulting from the attenuation term in the constitutive relation. It is found ihat the laiter term, corresponding to the intrinsic attenuation, can account for 90% of the observed decrease of peak pressure of the elastic shock.
